
 

 

Warriors of the Light 

Here we come, here we come once again 
Here we come, here we come shining bright 

We are warriors, knights of the light brigade 
We been soldiers of one love for more 
than a decade 
Soulful renegades on a righteous raid 
And we’re out fight hate, yes that’s our 
trade 
We’re on a quest, y’all, this ain’t no 
crusade 
The weight of words is all we need to 
persuade 
(W-w-w-word) cuts deeper than a blade 
When the beat goes boom you can’t escape 
Cuz we’re bringing you light and we’re 
giving you shade 
Like the sun that comes out to shine on 
your parade 
Like Roots Manuva, we seek the highest grade 
To generate a bodhi-mind state 
And give praise, make sure our dues are paid 
That is why we never been afraid to fade 
And stay humble, aware and we’re getting prepared 
For the end of the tunnel, meet you there, promised 

Cuz we are the warriors 
Watch out! Here come the warriors of the light, the one love brigade 
Let us all be warriors of the light 
Down here on earth as up in the firmament of heaven 

We eat light, sleep light, travel light 
Walk tightropes, keep on having high hopes 
Faith and love is all we need to cope 
And still keep a dagger underneath the cloak 
Cuz we don’t joke, we’ve learned the ropes on the ropes 
The hard way, we don’t mope 
We lay low, stay focused and the vital stroke 
And huh-huh-huh all you see is the smoke 
Each blow is carried out with mad precision 
And the know-how of an MK technician 
We make you feel it if you don’t want to listen 
Cuz we deal with the real, got no other ambition 
No excess luggage, no extra provisions 
Just a vision, a mission and the soul fire 
Nya and the Gooster are the lovelight boosters 
All you free dome fighters push up your lighters 



 

 

Because you are the warriors of the light, the one love brigade 
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